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Introduction and preliminaries 
l. The first parl of  the paper deals with the following question: 
Is it true v,'hcllevcr {) is a <q'eguiar ut ra!'itter over/<, ?h ~+ are two ele- 
mentarily eo,fivalct;t structures with at most/¢ relations and t2ll. 1~ ! _<_ 
It is shown that the answer to the above question is affirma,q,'e i fD  
has a stronger property. Namely, if D is a filter {not necessarily an ultra- 
filter} which contains a ~'-good f.iter ;]nd 9i, '~ are as :~bove then 
?1"71) ~- LR~/D, assuming 2~ = ~:'. 
The secured part is devoted to the investigation of  the f/Iters which 
colltaht good filters. We weaken the concept o ta  good filter to the con- 
cepts "strongly regular" and "'S3(~}-good". We prove that if .~w -_ x 
then every ~:-re~flar filter contains a strongly/~-regu!ar filter. As to the 
S 3 (~:)-good fi lte~, it turns out unexpectedly that they are exactly the 
/~'-good fillers. A number of  model-theoretic results connecting these 
filtel~ and the ordering '<.1 is proven in this part too. 
l This is a part of my Ph.I). dissertafion which 1 x~Tote at the University of Wisconsin in Madismi 
(Spring 15 .0)~ An extended version of ~he rest (about Boolean ultrapowers) will appear la er. 
I would like to expre~ my .~alitude to Prof. H.J. Keisler who~ guidan~ and knowl~=dge of 
the subject were of  immense value to me. I thank alsz ~of .  K. Kunen and Prof. K. Frikry for 
many stimulating discussions. My thanks also belong to my past teachers who had a great in- 
fluence on the the.~is. Among them are Prof A. Mostowski. Prof. J. Mycielski, Prof. C. Ryll- 
N~d;'.ewski and Prof. P. Vop~nka. Finally I woutl like to thank NSF for its gmmrou:~, support. 
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2. We assume that ordinals are introduced such that c~ = {~ ~ ~ a} for 
every ordinal c~. We write ot < fl instead of 0t (:~ ~3. A cardinal is an ordinal 
which is not equinumerous with any smaller ordinal. Ordinals are usual- 
ly represented by a, fl, "~. t$,/~. ~. Infinite cardinals are denoted by •, ,~. 
#, v. finite cardinals by k, 1, m,  n . . . . .  A sequence is a function defined 
on ~. ordinal, its length is the domain of the lkmction, l f f  is a seqtlc~lce 
on a we sometihles indicate it as ( t~) l  ~ < a,) or (f, 1 ~ < t~,>, If t" is a func- 
tion we denote its domain by Dfand its range by Ri~ If  t'is a function. 
D f= X and Eft___ Y, we often write this tact as f: X --- I~. x y ={¢]f :  X --- 
Y}. The power set of  the set X is denoted by S(X). I f c  is a cardinal (fin- 
ite or infinite) then Sc(X) = {Y ~ ?(I I YI < c} where t YL as usual, denotes 
the power of  Y. 
If L is a language and (R~ 1~ < a) ts the sequence of its relational sym- 
bols then ~l is a structure for L ifPt = C.t. Rt)t.<. wlwrc A is a set. c:dled 
the universe of'?l and Rt  is so-arv relation on A :~s-:~rv is the symbol t' 
We will consistently use the R)llowing convention: the tmive.~e of  ?1 isA. 
That means that if ~.:, is a structure then its universe is B 3 . If ~! = 
~,A, R~)~<~ and s C ~ then Pt Is is the structure with the universe A and 
relations R~ for ~ E s. We wilt always assume that every structure conta- 
ints the identity relation. ~1 -< ~,  Pl - ~ and 9t ~- ':8 me:~.il respectively 
that ~I is an elementary substructure of  ~, that 91 is elementari ly equiv- 
alent to ~ and that 91 is isomorphic to ~. Pl is a ~:-universal structure if 
for every ~,~ ~ -= ~t ar, d IBt <_ .~ we have that ~ is isom,-~,-~,i,-v,,,~ .to a~ ele- 
mentarv substmctur< of  '2t. For a stnwture 0~ we denote by k(91) the 
language of  ~,~l evlarged ~v a set {c a l a (.: A} of  new constants. (?~. a),~:.~ 
~s the stn~cture for L('.~) where each c a is interpreted as ~:. A structure 
is called x-saturated if for eve~' X < ~c and every set • = {¢a(v) la < X} 
of formulas from L(~.)I) which is finitely satisfiable one caa find an a ~ A 
st~ch that '.~I N ~,(a) for every ¢ ~ ~, 
Trees are stn~ctures of  the type < T, _<_) where N is a partial order ~f 1" 
st:ch that {xlx < t} is well ordered by <- for every t ~ T. Boolean a~ge- 
bras are structures of  the type <B, O, 1, n .  u .  - )  satisfying the ~ ~'i', '<nown 
a~fioms. W,e denote them usually by its universe only. If X ~ B th r U~-~ 
is the least upper bound of  X (if any). 
D is a x-regular filter over I i fD  is a filter in S(/) and there is -~ s,': 
S ~ D such that ISI = ~: and whenever X ~. S. IX! ~ co then ~ ~ -- ~2. S is 
sometimes called a regular set for D. 
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I~/f is a flmction on S,. (~¢) we say that j is a decreasie, g flmction if 
f(s) c f(s ')  whenever s' ~ .s(s. s' ~ S~o (~:)). A function f defined on 
S., {~¢) is called multipticative i f f (s  to s') = f(s) ,~ f(s')  for s, s' ~ S,.) (~:). 
We write g ~ f i r  Df  = Dg ai~d g(x) ~ f (x )  for every x ~ D:" If g "_t-_ fwe  
say lhal g refines fo r  thai g is :( refmenlent of t :  A filter t) b:. o-incom- 
plete if there is a sequence {X, lit < ~o} (-~: 1) sucit that f ln<¢.X n = O. A 
filter D is ~¢-good if it is o- incomplete and for every X < ~¢ arO every 
f :  S,., (M --~ D there is a multiplicative ref inement g of j; g: S~ (},) + O. 
If {~1i, i E I} is a set of  structures then t--[D ~1 i denotes the direct p, od- 
cut o f  these structures reduced by the filter D. We do not indicate in 
[-tD')t i the set I but it will cause no ambiguity. If {~til i ~ 1} = {~.)I} then 
we write #l*'/,~" or 91/,, instead of  ] J¢,'2,:. The elements o r l l~  are de- 
noted by t7i) where t7 D = {gig ~ []i.~.tAi and {ill(i) = g(i)} e D}. 
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isomorphisms of reduced products 
The following theorem was proved in the papers [8] (which contains 
even a stronger esult) and ! 21 " 
Theorem. I f [ . )  is ~ ~-reetdar.filter orcr t. ~1~, ~, (i ~. 1) ar¢~ structttrc~ for  
a language wi,;L at most  ~¢ .~vmbols and ~t i - '15 i .tbr every i ~ I then 
The question., whether this result can be improved, say to the iangu,ge 
L~,,~**, arises naturally. We shall show that if ~l~e filter D is assmned tc 
have a stronger property than h--regularit.¢ then tile answer to tile ~fl~ove 
qu','stion is affirmative assuming 2~ = ~'. Afterwards we shall investigate 
that property both set and model-theoretically. 
From now on we keep fixed the folio,ring: a cardinal ~¢ ) co. a ~¢'-good 
filter D over ?, a language L with ~¢ symbols ~md two sets of structures of 
the lan~lage L, namely {Plit i ~ I}, {~i  ! i E I} for which Pt i ~: k~ i holds 
for every i ~ L We assume that Pl i = (A i, P~ )~<~¢ and "~i = ~B i, R~)~<~. 
i I fs  ~ S~0¢) iet ~li['S be (A  i, R~)~ s and ~its  be (B i, R.~)~:~. Because D 
is ~¢*-good D is in particular ~¢-regular (see [91 ). Hence we have a set 
X = {X~ le < ~¢ } c_ 1 such that each intersection of infinitely many mem- 
bers of X is e;npty. L:t  t(i) = {¢~1 i E Xa }. t is thus a meml'er of  IS~ 0¢ 
with the property that {il s ~ t(i)} E D for each s ~ S,~ (~¢~. Due to this 
fact it is now clear that we may define F[o~lir t(i) in such a way that 
[-[D'-)lit (i) is isomorphic to  I'-[DPl i. In other words the reduced product 
l--[n~li can be represented as a reduced product of  structures each of 
v,hich is of finite length. To simplit}" the notation we will denoze the 
structure Pli[ t(i) by ?[i and adopt a similar convention for ~i. So Pl i, 
~i  are structures of finite length and 91 i = ~i. By the result of Ehre,:- 
feucht ([51) we can find .;:~. for k < co such that 
(a) ify'E F~ thenf is  a monomorphism f:91i ~ ~i such that tDtl < co. 
(b) i f f~  F~.+I and a ~ .~li then there is a g ~ f~ such that a ~ Dg and 
, f~  g 
(c) i f . re  F#.+l and b e '~;i then there i~ a g e F[. such that b ~ Rg 
andfc  - g 
We are now ready to construct a set which will be cmci:q m our at- 
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guments. Each member  of the set will depend on sev al parameters, 
namely on: 
where ~0 c: I: c: ! t : l ,  and I t:i = it, ; ~, U ol = ~" 
x~-here : v:~ :S ,{lh and {iis <- :(i)} <i D for every s qi S~(U)  
where d ~:: leo and {il d(i} ~ v} Ct t) for every 1~ < m 
where h c { ' ; - i  If d~h and D(h(i}} = {a(i)la e t(i) n L,0} 
(in what follows, we write h i instead of h(i)). 
:, :, FIB. 
Let (~:0, U}, ~, d, h and h be given and satisfy the abo e conditions. 
Fora  c ['o let 
! h.(a(i)) if a e~ :(i} 
':'('a)(i} = [ l~: otherwise. 
So. t is  a mappi,/g from (:o into{ lg i. Let F bc the set of  all mappings 
constructed this way, 
Each (U 0 , U}, t, d, h, 6 determines an .t Vor each)"~ F we choose 
paranaeters used to construct }' and denot:  them by U. t, U~ .. . .  
Lemma 1. (a) l f  R is a retati(maI symbo,  (possibly the idetzti(v), 
{il')l, ~ R~(,,t (i) . . . . .  a , ( i ) )}  ~ D. f~  Fa ,a  a I . . . . .  % ~ Df  the~z 
{i1'<~ i '~ Ri(f(:ll )(i) . . . . . .  f(a,, )(i))} E tD. 
(b) (t t<~ F and a c l  [:1i tilt'It there is a g ~:2 ! :such that ./'C_ g a~M 
a ~ D, ,e, 
(c~ (f t~  F'and b ~- l ]B i then there is a g ~ F such that ./,'c= g ard  
b~:- Ke. 
Proof. (a) Let Z l = {ii?[ i ~ R i (a t  ( i) . . . . .  a,(i))} and let Z, -- 
{il{a l . . . . .  a,,} c t ( i ) j  ( c  D) .  For i~  Z c~ Z 2 we have that 
Ri (h i  (a I ( i))  . . . . .  h i(a n (i))) holds in '~i- Since f(a x )(i) = t~i(a k(i) ~ the 
conclusion of  (a) follows. 
(b) and (c) have been proved in [11 and [8].  (The relation (a t . . . .  %)~ 
(b  t . . . .  , b n ) is in fact the relation 3 f~ F[ f (a t . )  = b k for each I¢1 .) 
It follows from Lemma 1 (a) that if we define f /D  for f ~ F by 
j7 D {a//~ ) = f(a)/z~ 
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we get a mapping from []DAi into I~DB i. We det~ote the set of  all such 
mappings by  F n , i .e .  F o = { f /n  I re  F}. 
I f  D is ~:*-good then the set F has the f¢,ltowing compactness property. 
Lemma 2. Let f : l ]A  i -. [ ]B i, I Dft ~" ~ att,lfi~r each s ~ S,., (Dr) let 
f r s ~ F. Then f l  D ~ it) .  
Proof. By the definitim~ of  F there are t -~, its, d* lk~r eacla s <: S ,  {I)D 
which salis~, the followi~,g: if i ~ {ils C r~¢i~} ~ 1)~ then 
f fa)( i )  = h~(a(i)) 
for a ~ S and h s 6 F r c'~ U'," , 
Let k'(s) = { i l (V  s' g s} [h~. c f/i ,\ ¢ts'~i} ", , ' .- ~_ s t} :~ {/ll)h~ = s}. We claZm 
that k'(s) ~ D for each s ~ S,~ {Dr). ke~ s' g s. Then 
{ilh~i ' .c tas} ~)_ {ils c_- ts(il} n {ils ( ts'(i}} < D. A!so {lidS)i) > Is'J} <7:: D. 
These remarks ho~ that k'Cs) <::~ l) for ~'wry S ~ S (l),t). 
Let W ~[],A i o-- Dr. t!f! = ~. (We may assume thai I{/1 i:t¢! > 2}I > .~: 
since otherwise thing; become trivial.) Le{ us choose a set 
{X n In < u~} q D such that lqr~<.. X,: = 0 and set 
Since D is ~:+-gcod we caa find an I:S a lDj"t~, llq -~ D such that 
l(s) c_ k(s) for eacl: s and ! is a muliip.icative funclion. Define 
t(i) := {all ~ [{{ai)}. 
Let U o = D.l; U = 13io W. d(i) = d :*r~ Iv(#t. h i :: a~o~,; Dr- and let b be 
an element of ' f ]&.  
('laim: U 0, U, d. h and b satisfy all the condit ions for bei1~ parune- 
ters. 
it is cleai fo:  U 0 and U. It is also clear that {ils ~ t(i)} c~ D for or:oh 
s C S~, (U). Since for each i, i E l ( t ( ) )  c_ k(r(i)" C k'(t( i)  ~'~ Dr) ,,~e see 
that d t(Oc~ ~)f(i)>_ ! t ( i )n  Dj]. Since {it ; t ( i )~  I)ft ~ n} ,~: D i\~r each 
n < ,w we see that d has the required property 
NOW 
h i :': h~(~)'~ D,F C t't 
= D gt f l -~Df_  Dh i _h  i ' - t(i} ('~ Df  
since i v: l ( : ( i}) c k ' ( : ( i} ~~ Dr). 
So we c:m definc a ftl|'lclicql f '  bv* 
. f ta)( i} i 'q(ab,) )  if a ~ t( i)  ~ U o 
= i b~ if not, 
f '  <: F aad Dr'  = l),t We prove that t"'i~ =./7i~. I.et a c,! Dt 'and let 
Z : {ila ~,: t~)} (< DL Then i f i  <~: Z we i~ave h~':} ~ h~ v~ = h i since 
i<  lU( i ) )  ( k(:( i)~, t lcnce for i <:~ Z 
.f'(a}'d~ = h~(a{iB = h;~V;(a(i)} = h~':} (a( iB  = f (aR i ) .  
l )cncc we have that ,/J,o : :": t,~ < 1.)~. lhe  lemma is thus proven. 
Lemma 2 has the fol lowing important  corol lary: 
Corol lary I , / f  (.!t i~ < ~¢ > is an ascending :i. e. i f  ~ < ~' then .f~ c_ f~,) se- 
quence o f  eh'mcnts.t) 'om F" then Ue<~fe/D ~. F D • 
Lemma 3. ~2 ~ -- ~'~. Let  us assume that the sets {~l; ;; ~. I}, {~ili  E I} 
have the addit ional  Protwrtv that IPl ;I, 1'2,~,1 < ~c ~ and let f E I: D, 771en 
:her,, i.~ . , ,  is,,,.,o,'v:,is,,, ft (,.:'[-~".~i/l> 'a,a I'k'~ ih:, ,,,nicl, ,,.x't,,,as :7 
 oof. ,ha, :.-: = ,t,a,  lq, = 
~: . L.ct :a,,, .:~ a < ~:" }. {."a/,o la < ,¢* } t'e orderings of  I-[ D ,4 i, [-ID B i res- 
pectively, such that Df = {aa/D 10¢ < ~} and ba/D = .f(a~/D ) for c~ < ~¢. 
Set tt~ =fand assume that H~ have been def ined for ~: -<-. ~ < a < ~¢+ 
such that:  
i f~<~ then tI, ~ I t~,  and H~ c t :  D . 
If a is a l imi, ,~rdinal we tet H~ = Ot<a H~. H a E ];D because of  Corol- 
taD' i. 
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I fa  = r/+ 2k where 7? is limit we let H a to be an exl,~nsion of l t , : , ,~ 1 
which is in F o and an+ k ~ DH~. Such :~n extension exists bcc:m,w of the 
condition (b) in Lemma 1. 
I fa  = ~ + 2k + 1 we let H,~ e / ;~  bc an exlension of Ii,,÷,~ for which 
bn+ k E ICH~. 
It is now clear that H = U~<:tt~ is a function with the domain i i~A~ 
and the range I I O B i, H is an isomorphism because ve~, tt~ (~ t:)~ ) is a 
partial isomorphism between [ ! '~. 
l fD  were an ultra filter the conclusion of the temma would not be 
new because of the papers [ 10] and [ 15]. But. as is shown in [21 and 
[ 18], one needs stronger (than goodnes) properties of the filter D to 
get the saturatedness of ]1o ~Ii. Tlms, though we don't know whether 
VID~| i is saturat,~d for good filters we do know that I 11)'2f i ~ ]+]t)"~li for 
such filters. 
Now we shall prove a general proposition which will allow us Io im- 
prove Lemma 2 
Proposition. Le, n be an isomorphism between ~]D ~i: amt t [~ ~, i f  H 
has the propert:, 
whenever f/D. g/o ~ IITDAil then there is a set Z ~- L' :,:.i 
(P) f '  E H(f] D ). g' ~ H(g/~]such that {ill(i} = g(D} :~ Z = 
{ilf'(i) = g(i)} n Z "" 
the~ for  ato: f i l~r  E ~ D we hare 1-l~ ~l i -~ ~-  ~ r 
Proof. l.et us deLne H'(f/~. ) = g/~. for some g E tt(f :  o ). We shall show 
that .rt' is an isomorFhism between Tl~.')li and ] l~. '~,. It' is well defined: 
Let f0/E = fl/~r and let g: E 11(]']/0 ). We have to show that go/~" = g l/~.- 
Vce know that there is a Z E D and an h i E II(.:i/D ) for i = 0, 1 such that 
a = {ilfo(i)=.t'l (D} n Z = {itho(:) = lq (i~} n Z 
Clearly a ~ E. Since g~ E l l ( f i /o ) and since H is an ison-orphism we have 
b~ = {ilgl(i) = h:(i)} ~ D. a o, b o c~ b 1 ~ t:. and it is obvious teat go agrees 
with gl on that set. Thu'~; go/E = gl/E" H is a I -1  fraction: Let ]o ~6 ~ 
11/E, i.e. {ilJo(i) = Jl (i)} ~ E. By tlte property (P) we can find a Z E D 
,and a g~ E H(f./D ) q = 0, 1) such ~hat 
{ilf~(i) = f l  (i)} n Z = {ilgo(i) = g~ (i)} ~'~ Z.  
From this we get. that {ii.%(i) = .'-'i (i)} ¢ E i.e. ~-0." i~'.. ~ ~l ' .ia' and hence 
I~ (.~o :',* } :e Ir(.f i  /~: ). 
We show thai  tt' prcsmwes relati~ms just mth?  case o f  a b inary re lat ion 
R. Let [ l s? t  e g R( J  t &,  .t:/F), i.e. a = {it'2I i g R(.t! (i). J2(i))} e E. Let  
us pick an i o ~ a and defin," 
.s'~ ti } ,; ~f 
~ti~ ,(i 0) if i , : a .  
We clearly have f~./~. =.(~. 't: for ,. = 1. ~. ar, O l so I ]~ ~** ~n(fl/D,f~/n)- 
Since H is an isomorp'-'f ism we have 
[ [1>~'~  R(!t(t" I ,':~ L lt(fs,'l) )), 
tet t~' ~,: llt t~ /t, ~. Then  {if % ;,: l~<t'iks) .tT(i}} c o .  But H'(f'k/~: ) = 
t.i~'; ~, which shows fllat 
1 [e. '~ P-~ R (fi' i t  I/~., ). t! ' ( j )  7~,~ ). 
We have to prove that  li' 1 pr , ' se~es  the rt ,! ion also. Let  
[ [~c ~ g R (tt(.tl & ). t i lt , /~: )) holds. So 
{il -~ ~ R(f lU).S' , ( i}g ~_ E 
for  some .tk ~ IlL/i,:/t'~ ) ( l,~ = 1. 2). As it was done  in the prev ious  case we 
. . . . . . . . .  ' = t .... . :~. l-l~ '.,~ ~ ~(.si'l~ ,S:./.o )- cai~ l ind /k  such thal,t k !~. . ktE (k = t and " 
Since i! 1 is an i somorph ism we have 
.... f~'f "' : H '  ' H '  tfhk/';> ~ H l(.tki D} thenH'(hk/L-)  =. -;~- =fk /E  = (Jk/E)" Since 
is a 1 -1  lur, ct ion we get h~,.i~- = fk/F and this completes  the proo f  o f  
the propos i t ion .  
We are now ready to prove the mare  theorem o f  this sect ion.  
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Theorem 1. (2 K = x*). Let D be a jilter over ~ containing a ~:*-good filter 
E. I f ? l  i = ~ i  and lglii. I Z~il ~ tO* .tbr eveo' i C~ x then 
Proof. From Lemma 3 we know that thert is an isomorphism t l between 
~O~li and l ]  o ~i" If we can find an isomorphism with the property (P) 
we are done by the pIevious proposition. So let us have a closer look at 
the isomorphism con,,;trucled in Lemma 3. 
Iff/D "g/D E FIDP[ i t~en for some t1~ ~ tl such that H t c t, D :md f/l~, 
g/o ~ DH~. By the definition o f f  o there is an tt~ c F such that 
r t f g E DH~, H~(/)/D = U~(f/o ) and 11~tg)/o = tt~(g/D ), Tiwre is a set 
Z ~ D such that for ever3" i ~ Z. ll~(.t)(i) = hi(f(i)) and tt~lg~(iJ = 
hi(g(i)). Now I', i is a one t¢, one l'unctiotl so that 
{il.fti) =g(i)} ,q Z = {il l~(j)( i )  = fl'~(g)(i)} n Z .  
Since the functions 3a,t~(f)(z), XiH~(g)(i) belong to tt~(f7 ~ ), Its,g/D ) 
re,,~p, we see th t H satisfies the condition ~P). So the theorem ~-~w ff~l- 
lows from Lem-~la 3 and the proposition. 
L:t  us discuss ome possible applications of  Theorem I which could 
not cave been done using earlier results, First of all every application of 
Theorem 1 where the filter involved is not v,q ultrafilter is ~,.n essential 
application of that theorem since reduc~ direct products have not been 
as yet extensively studied from this point of view. In the cases where the 
filter involved is actually an ultrafilter the situation is quite difl\'rent 
since we have Keisler's theorem 2.1 in [ 101. So to get some new appli- 
cation we have to look ik~r ultrafilte~s which are not good but contain :t 
good filter, tt is known (see [ 11 ] ) that the ultrafitter D × E is ~:-good if 
E is. So if we take E to be a non-good ultrafilter over ~; and D to be a 
K*-good ultrafilter over K then D x E is not ~:*-good but contains a K ÷- 
good filter, namely the filter generated by the sets of the fonu X x ~; 
where X ~ D. But since we have that t In× ~.A~.i =I |mt l ioAu  it appears 
that this application is not an essential one. Where we do get an essential 
application is in the case of infinite products of  filters. These products 
have been considered in [6i and [ i4 i .  
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If 9 = (L N ,~ is a linearly ordered set and for each i e I, D i is a filter 
over tile set .[ i wc define tile product [].fl)i as follows: 
We say that a .-et X ~ [-[,1 i ( = J) lives on a finite set if there is all 
s ~ S (1) such th:tt whet~evcr (c  X and f .rs =: g l's then ~,, c{ X. If 
s , '{ i  t l k<~,}  <S~{t iap ,  d i  0 <. . .< J r ,  1 we defineD~ to be the filter 
D: 0 × ... X l)i, ' l 'Wea ls°dc f ineX~ ={f rs l t '~_X} forX<_-J. The filter 
[ -~t)  i is the filtm generav:ed by sets'X C,I  wt~ich live on a finite set and 
X s ~ D s for s E S~., (I}. Assume now that for some io E I Dio contains a 
~:*-good filter F. Then the filter generated by the sets of  the form 
X x Fti~ i,li where X <~ F is clearly a ~*-good filter which is contained 
in [l,,/~;. r ims, if. l = l,:, we deduce from Theorem 1 that for any filter 
t:" P l'~l,,/)/the reduced products t~It¢','ii, []~: ~j are isomorphic whenever 
)[; < ~/  alld b,~l/l, t ~i I  < h:" t\'~r f ~ ,I, 
One morn remark about the filterl-~,.~Di : f t11D co then [-]gDt. is not 
~|  -go,,~d no matter what we assume about the filters I) i. Namely, if 
ili > co then we have either a strictly increasing or a strictly decreasing 
sequence of length co from t. Let t,s take the former case only and let 
{6, t~z < o.,} be such a sequence. Let .¥" = {X}[ Ik < co} c_ ,Dik be a strictly 
decreasing sequence and define Y,, to be the set t-t\ < ,, X-~; X FIi~{il,...,in}J i 
Defining./'(s) = }~v for ., ~_ S , (co t )we get a decreasin~ function into 
[-[,;Di. Let {X~ ia < a-,~t' c [:'~,J)i refines t : l  e let ~I~esX,,~ - : c_ j'(s)" for" 
every s ~ S~ (col }- Assume that X~ lives on r~ ~ S~o (I). If we denote 
r~, = r ~n {i,, I~s < co} wc get a function from ce t into S~o ({6, Irt < co}); 
so |\~r some set ,4 C col, bt I = co, we have that ,,~ r~ whenever 
a, ~ ~ A. Let b"l = ~,, and a 0 ..... c~,~ bc elements from A. Then 
eli< ,,~ ,¥~. should be included ill )'m+l but it is not since Fli< ,,, X~/lives 
Oil v \V|lllt, l" ,~; +l does  llOt, 
Regular, medium regular, strongly regular 
and good filters 
If we go back to the question stated in the introduction of  SecIion t 
and if we have in mind Theorem 1 we can state the following: 
If every to-regular ultrafilter contains a t,:'-good filler then the answer 
to the qtmstion is yes (of  course under the a~,mmptions of Theorem I.) 
In this section we shall tr~, to attack the problem of  finding good filters 
in regul, ultrafilters. We will not solve this problem but we shall pr~we 
a series of related interesting results which, as we hope, will indicate 
prospects of finding the solution. 
The first difficulty we are faced with is the complicated efinilion of 
good filters. The only known construction of a good filter 2 ([ 121 } is 
certainly not a trivial one and also the structure inw~lved, namely 
<S~ (~:), g>, is rich. Realizing this we may put the following question: 
How can one weaken the concept of a good filter? Well, that can be 
done either by taking into accounl just a certain '4"pc of  fm~ction from 
S~ (~) into the filter in question or by replacing the set S ,  (~:'I by a 
sm~pler one. 
The following definition is a weakened concept of goodness of the 
first type: 
Def'mition. A filter 0 over the set t is said to be ~-strongly regular if il is 
o-incomplete and ~or any sequence {X, in < w} c I) we can find a mut- 
tiplicative function .4 :S,,, (~:) -~ D which saiisfies g~s)c )t-;.,., l\~r every 
s ~ S,o (~:). 
Remarks: 
t) The functions mentioned in the defit~ition, i.e. lhe funclions fwhose 
value f(s) depends only on tile cardinality of s, lk~rm an important class 
in the theory of" good filters, as far as we know. proofs of aongoodness 
of a filter have always involved these fm~ctions. 
2) It is quite clear that we get the .~ame definition if we require that the 
sequence {Xrr tn < oo} should be a ,lc~reasing sequence with fl,~<,~, X n = 0. 
2 K, Kunen found (Spring 1970'! a construction v,i good uttrafi]ter~ which d~s  *lot require the 
G,C, IL, so this is not true. 
lhc  next def in i t io~ is a weakened concept  o f  goodnes.~ of  the second 
t~ pe: 
Def init ion.  A fi!{er I~ is said to be S~ {.,,° :o  c" if it is oq~qcomplete and 
for  cxcry f tmcl ion f :S, , (~')  ~ D there is " . " ; ion .gS , (~)  ~ I) such 
tha i  ,g ", , [ 'a l td  ~ is mull ipl icat ivc in l ] le  fc , ,, l:h,, sense  
( 
if {~o .. . . .  a , .  ,} ~i~ S. (s¢) then g({a. o . . . .  , ~ }) = Ni<,, , g(t~j}).  
(';';lark,~'; 
l) [:v.,ry a - incomplete  fi lter is trivially ~ ~ .... ! .~nd S~ (~)-good. It is equal ly  
clear tha~ ever.,,' oqncomplete  fi lter is S~ ~ :-, ~.~ d. l ience the first non- 
trivial case is ~ = 3. 
2 ) I t  is not di f f icult  to check thatg :S , . (  ) ;'~i~ ; : , f l t ip l icat ;vei f fwt 'c:~- 
ever, ,  ~..~ s' ti Sn{~: ) ttlcll ~,°(x ~.* s') =g(s)  l .,:. , *) 
Theorem .~ (a) k'rcr~ s: ~:goo, Jdt(,r i.~ ,,~i ,~s'(v K-r('gulur a.'~d S,~(s:)- 
g~ ~ M J~.~r n -Z co 
(b) Ev¢o" strong[~' ~-rugeth:r j)'lt~'r is g-r,~,g,e!.:~'. 
(c) ( i 'm % n aml a .t'il:¢r is S,, (,~ }-good t/~':; v: i:; S,,~ (~).good as wel l  
Proof. ~a) Let D be a s:*-good filter. That  it is s t ro ,g ly  t~-regular is clear. 
To  prove tiu~ D is S,,(scj-good take a funct ion  j • S,(s:)  -~ D. Extend  this 
funct ion onto  S , ( s : ) .  e.g. b~,j(s} = 1 for s c S , . (~)  -S , ( t ( t .  By good,~es 
we gel a mutt ip l ical ive re f inement  g whose rostr ,ct ion to S,,( ' .)  is the de- 
sired re f i~cment  o f  t~ 
(b'~ Assume that 1) is strongly s:-regular. Then  D is e- i~tcomplete so 
there is a sequence {X,,tu < co} <2 D such tt:at C,<¢.,X,~ = 0. Def iner  
by f : s )  = X~.. Since D is strongly s:-regutar we can find a re f inement ,  say 
g. ,~, satisfie,~ the inclusion flc,~s~.k~{O;} ).Q" ,t'{S} = Xls for every s E S,, (s:). 
F rom this it fo l lows readily that the se{ {g(~} )i~ < s:} has power  .c and 
every infin~.te it~tersection o f  its e lement  is empty .  
The proo f  o f  (c) is similar to flint ~l" (a). 
The fo l lowing theorem,  due to Keisler. shows that the not ions  S 3 (~)- 
good and S,, (s:)-good do not d i f fer  ~,f n ~ 3. 
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Theorem 3 (Keisler). Assume that D is S,~ (~cFgood wt:ere n ~ 3. Then 
D is Sn+ 1 (tO-good. 
Proof. Le t fbe  a functio~! from S~:+~ (K) into t). We will now t~se the fact 
that every s ~ S~÷~ U¢) can be approximated by sets from 5,~(S,~(K)). ua- 
mely by elements from ,4 s = Sn({rlr ~ Sn(s~}I. Preci:ely. let us consider 
the function f '  instead of f  which is defined as follows: 
i fa  ~ Sn(Sn (to)) then 
f'(a) = N {f(s)ls ~ S,,+l(Ua) }. 
$ 
Since D is Sn0c)-good and JS,~U¢)i = K we can find a C.mcfion 
g':Sn(S,7(K)) ~ D which is multiplicative and g' "¢~/.". g' being mullipli- 
cative it "depend just" on s for s ~ S,(.~¢). So let us ~enote the func- 
tion ),sg'({s}) byf" .  It is a function from Sn~,~¢) i,lto 1) so again by 
S,,(x)-goodness it has a refinement g". Let us extend g" to the function 
g defined on Sn+ 10¢) by 
g(s)= N g"({a}) for s~ S,)+l(~:}. 
Note th:,t g agrees with g" on Sn(~:) since g" is multiplicative. It follows 
frem t le definition that g is a multiplicaztive function from S,,+~ (h:) into 
D. We v, ant to prove that g ~/ .  [e ts  ~z S,~+~ ( '). The followit~g equaiil..es 
and inclusions holds (one should bear i:~ mind the definitions oft"..f"' 
and of.4 s and naultiplicativity of g' and of g" ~: 
~ s ~ r~ S n (,s) ~ r~ Sn(s )  
N j"(a)= N 
~-, ~ ,,I s a C=,4 s
{f(r)lr E S,z+l (U a~J ~ f(s.~. 
The last inclusion holds because we can find area c_ Sn(~:)" la! <-_* 2 such 
that s E Sn+ l (.U a). Because n >_ 3 we see that a ~ S, ({rlr E S,, (s)}) = A,.. 
The theorem is ti~tls proven. 
Corollary 1. For any m, n ~.:'~ 3and for any D we have: D is S,,t (~.)-good 
iff O is S,, (~)-goo:t. 
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Proof. It follows b/: induction from Theorem 3 and Theorem 2(c). 
We will now show how powerfiil S 3 (~¢)-good a~J strongly regular fil- 
ters arc from the mo.dcl-lhcoreticai point of view, l'he restllts will also 
serve i/~ establishing connections between these fil~ers. 
To make lhe t\~rmulation of the following theorem easier le ~ us adopt 
a definition. 
Definition. A partially ordered set (A. <) is called fT,-like if for any X. 
Y C A such that I?(1, t Yt < ~; and if.v <¢ X, y ~ Y then x < y, we have 
an e lement  : E A such lha l  v -.i .7 < l' fo r  any x ~2 Y, y E Y. 
l"ll~s if(A. ~5 is a linear order and ~ = S~ then (A. <-) is an 77,, -order-. 
ing m the sei~se of [71. 
Fheorem 4. U'l~ is S: (~)-good. (X. t:~-rcgutc,'r JTIte:" am! (A. ~) is an ~Tx" 
iikc ordered set theft (,4. ~)t/)) ha~ ~?~.-iike ordering. 
Proof. Let X, Y ~ A~,)~, IXI, IYt % ~ and le, for every x ~ X. y E Y, 
x < y holds in <,,1, ~)t/o. If Y = (7 fllen using just (X, K)-regularity o ld  
one can show that X is not colint:I in <A. <) I~.  If X = 0 then the same 
mell'md gives that Y is not cofinal in <A. N >:/D- We can thus assume that 
X. )" are non-etnpty. 
Let X = {ga,il~ Ic~ < h:}, ~ = r t" L,./I~ !~: <e < t~2} be included in (A, .<_)I/D 
- ¢ 
and such thatg . /D <.t~it~ ~ar any .  < K and ~ </3 < K2. Let 
t'~({a, t3}) = {iig.(i~ </~(i)} tc l)) tb r .  < ~: an,t ~ -<-/3 < g2 and let us 
extend t;' onto S 3 (~:-') lit does not matter how). Since D is (X, ~)-regular 
we can find F: S~ (~:2) _~ D such that F <_ F '  and for every Z ;_ RgF, 
IZI ~ X, we have t3 Z = 0. Since D is S 3 (~)-good we can iliad G : S 3 (~2) _, 
D which is multiplicative and refines F. 
Let t(i) = {all 6_- (7({e })}. tt(i)l < X, since if not then 
i E 13 {F({c~, /3}) la , /3  ~ t(i)} by multiplicativity of  G, but this is a contra- 
diction with the proper,y of  the range of F. Let to(i) = t(i) c~ ~:, t I (i) = 
t(i) n [u.. ~2). tfc~ ~ :0fi),/3 ~= t i (i) then i ~ G({e}) ,~ G({/3}) = 
G({a,/3}) ~ F'({a,/3}), 9aus g~(i) < !}(i). Since (A, <_) is ~7, -like ordered 
we can find h(i) G ,,t such that g~(i) < h(i) < f~(i) for any ,~ ~ to(i), 
~q t 1 (it. Since any c~ ~ ~2 appears in t(i) t\~r ahnost all i's we see that 
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ga/D < hid <laiD holds for every t~ < ~:,/3 ~ [~,t~2~. SoC4, <>t! o is 
an rt~+-like ordered structure. 
Corollary. l f  D is an S 3 ( ~ )-good, ~¢-regular uttrafitter then ( Q, <>I/i) 
(the uk trapo wet ~)~" ratiomtl numbers  } is ~ -satu at~d~ 
Proof. By Theorem 4 we have that (Q, ~)//D is an r~.-iike ordering 
which is linear since D is an uttrafilter. It is well known (see e.g. [4] ) 
that (Q, <-) admits elimination of, luantif iers,  thus (Q, ~)~/D is h: ÷- 
saturated. 
Front the corollary we see that S 3 (~)-goodness and g-regularity com- 
bined together are quite powerful judging them by ~hc ordering ~ in 
[9] .  I f  (Q, <-) were <l-maximal then we would klloW that S 3 (~)-good- 
ness and to-regularity imply tc*-goodness. Fven thou c.h the problem about 
(Q, <_) is not yet solved we will get "'S 3 (~)-good implies ~:÷-good'" any- 
way. 
We siaall now try to determine the role of  stronsW regular uttrafilters 
in the ordering -,~. For this we need the following ,~encral fact: 
Theorem 5. Let D be a filter orer I a~ut let t ~_ IS,~, (~¢) bc ~ttch that ./br 
all sE  S o(t¢), {ils ~ ~(i)} E D. Then lilt)__ lt(i~i !> ,~. 
Proof. A:sume that {f~/D I~ < ~} = t in  t¢i). Let % !~e the greatest (in the 
natural ordering of  ~:) elem~'nt in t(i). Let :"(i) = tff) {~i}" Then again 
{ils c_ t'(i)} ~ D for every s ~_ S~,, (~). Let us define a fimct.~on , fby:  
f(~) = % if" {.t~(i)l~ c t '( i)} ~ t'(i) 
f ( t )  C t'(i) --{,t~(i)l~ ~ t'(~)} ~therwise, 
This set i': non-empty since i{j~, (i)l~ c: t'(i)}! ~ !t'(i)l. Let c~ 0 < ~ be 
such that jTj) =.t~o/D" Then {tit(i) = ,/i~0(i)} 6 D. Bv, t for each 
i C {/I {0¢ 0, ~0 + 1} E t(j)} we have. by tile construct ion oft'. that 
f( i)  4: f~o(i). This contradiction shows that it 1D t(i)t = l[-l~ It(ill l > ~. 
Remark: If II1 = ~c is ~ super-compact cardinal (see eg. [1 t)] ) then we 
have an ultrafilter D over t ~:md a function t c /S~ (~¢) such that 
w,.lel~ver fG  {ils C_ t(i)} E D for every s c S (~:) and ,4 . . . . .  I ] t( i )  then there is 
an e~ < ~ such that {itf(i) = a} ~ D, In particular I [ |  D t(iH = ~:. Thus super. 
compact  ultrafilters are not fully analogous t,-~ the usual regular ultrafilter: 
l 'heorem 6. l f  D is a strongly K-regular u!tn<t)Tger amf {:till ,¢ l} c co is 
such that If'[~ rii > [-~ ~.:- ~o thCl* ! ) t, i t > K.  
Proof. Let 
X,, :: {ib, < "i} 
X n ¢ D since I] tD n i l~  co ap, d D is an ultrafilte~ (this would not be true 
for filters). By tile assumption we can find a g S,  (~) -~ D such that 
gfs) c X~,~;. Let r(i) = {a[ i¢ .v({a})}. We have l:~at {/is C t(i)} ~. l). By 
multiplicativity o fg  we have that i e-.: ,g(:(i}} Q .'~ ,,~i~, so I r(i)t < n i. Hence 
il ]l~ lt(i}l 1% i[[,,~i;t, trsi,ae Theorem 5 we get m < 1['[ D tt(i)t i~  [V~Dllil. 
It would be intcles~ing to know whether assunfing G,C.I-|. tile converse 
of  the theorem hok!s. Without G.('.II. one cannot e"en deduce re-regula- 
rity of  D from I[-I)~ HiJ > g. t:or example, Ktlrtetl ha,, showll that if 2 w is 
real-wdued measurable filch ~,llerc is an co t -descendingty complete ultra- 
filter D and {hill ~ 2 ~} such that I[]I)Hil = (2 ~v )'. But it would be even 
more important to find a strongly ~:-regular non ;C-good ultrafilter. This 
would show by Theorem 4, that the ordering -4 is not trivial. 
The stnlcture (S 3 (to), c > has intuitively the same "'width" as 
(S w (~O. c-> but does not have the "depth".  On the other hand the func- 
tions from S ,  (re) depending just on cardit~ality reflect the "depth"  and 
not the "'width". ltence tiffs ~ ~otiw~tion leads us to the conjecture that 
S 3 (,¢)-goodness and strong ,,¢-i egularity imply goodness. This is actually 
true as we show in the next theorem. 
Theorem, 7, t f  D is an S l(~)-g¢~od and ~tnr~glv te-regtdar filter then D is 
~;'-good. 
Proof. a Let a f lmction h :S, . (K) -~ D be given. We denote the function 
It ~Sn(K~ by h,:. It fiqlmvs from Corollary 1 of Theorem 3 that O is 
Sn (~¢)-good for e:ery n -,~ co so we have (t\~r each n < ~)  a f lmction 
g~ : Sn0¢)~ D which is nult ipl icative and FI, ~ h. .  Let {X. tn < w} ~ D 
be such that fl,.< ~. A',: = 0. We define gn({,~ }) to be Ok<.g~({a}) n X k 
3 ]tliS proof is due 1o Ko Kunen. Om original proof wa,~ more complicated. 
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and gn(S) = O~sg({a  }) for s ~ S,,(~). Then g,, • S,,(~) -~ D. g,: <- h,, and 
gn is multiplicative. Moreover 
(1) 
and 
(2) 
ift i  ~ m then gm < g,  on <4,,(1~) 
n g,~({0~})- d for every a ~ ~c . 
? /< f.o 
By strong regularity of  D for each ~ < ~: there is f~ :~c -+ D such tk~ii 
(3) f<, (tT ) n .. n f<~ ( J , , )  ~ g,~tLc,) 
for any ~1 ( /]2 <( ( i~,, ( ~: and t~ < ~.  Let k(a l~) J<,fi;l) n .ti~l<~.). 
Then. by S 3 (~)-goodness of  1) tkere is :l g :~ ~./) such that g t ,  t n 
g(/3) ~ k(a,/3) for ~.~3 < ~. Hence, iic~, i < ... < % < ~ z~.,~ltt iG {| . . . .  it}, 
then 
SO 
g(~l  ) n ... n g%: )  ~ .[~i(a I 't c~ ... n . !~: l% t C .<.,'r, to,~t 
?1 11 
n ~(o.of~.)c 0 o a )c  ht.{c~ I }1, - -  ~#l (  g . . . . . . .  0£~i, 
~=1 ~ 1 
We are nt:w going to prove a theorem of Keisler which implies that 
under certain condit ions S s (~t-goodl~ess implies strong K-regularity. The 
proof  of it has ,.lot been published yet;  we include the proof  here with 
kind permission of  Prof. Keisler. 
We start the proof  Oy the following lemma: 
l .emma 3. Let us suppose that D is an S 3 (k)-go()d altd X-reg,,tlar fi lter for 
eve3' X < ~. a~2d that tt E #~. is stteh that {t i t :  i i> ¢~l} E D for every 
m < co. Thels 
(a) there is a strict(v increasing seqttence <h~/D t~ < ~ ~ i~l []p ( n i, ~ ) 
(b) for  each i E I there is a tr~'e <i on ~ such that 
(i) <i  q < where < is the ~atzcral ~;rdcrhg o f  the ordo~als 
(it) cacti ~ < K has less thatl ~t~ predecessors irt <i 
(iii) i re  < [3 < ~ then {il a < i  ~} c D. 
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Proof. (a) Let us assume that we have constructed a sequence 
d+,++/t+ lc~< f~) [k~r some~ < b: such that h~//) -< h+,~ < Xini/t) +,- n~ o
whenever a < ~.' < ~ :rod n < ¢o, where n/!) is that class of  functions 
whicn are equal p~ on a set belonging to t) and where ~ini,] D -'- lI/D iS the 
class of  f imctions which are equal to the fuqction Xi(!l i -'- n) almost 
everywhere (n i = n is n i .... n if n i ~ n, 0 otherwise). Since D is I/at-regular 
a fl.:nction f :  $3 (i3) ~ D exists such that R f  is a re~flar set and 
f({:~, m}) c {i!h~(i) < n i -'- m} for every a </3 and m < co. 
The function h~ t\~r which h ,~ < h~/;~ <: Xi~li@ -:. H/D for c~ </3 is 
now obtained by an argument similar to the argument in Theorem 3, so 
(as we have done several times before) we omit its repetitic, n. The proof  
of {a) is completed by induction. 
(b) The sequence (t~ 1¢~ < ~,> constructed in (a) wal be used ~aere. We 
construct he trees <i  by i~lduction. Let us assume that w~ have construc- 
ted !r~t. "-i oll ~ x ~, . . "'~ ~" for every e < a,, i ~i: t such that: 
(i'} -..} C~- .and i f f l<~3'<~thent3<~ta ' fo revery~ ~'< 
and every i~  I 
(ii') if/3 < ~ < ~ then/3 has at most he(i) predecessors in <~ 
(iii') i f~< ~'< ¢ then {il(~ <~ t3'} e D. 
We have to find a tree -" ~ "-i so that ( i ' ) - ( i i i ' )  are preserved. There are two 
cases .  
Case 1 ~ is a ~imit cardinal. In this case we define <~ = O~<~ <~. It is 
t l l  ) are prcse',wed. easily seen that (i ') . . ,  .... .
=O1~ P Chse ~' ~ + 1. Since a < ~ and D is to(l-regular a funct ion 
f :  S3(c~'}--~ D can be found satisfying 
( 1 ) R/ ' is  a regular set 
tz).t({/3. Y}~ ~ {i~/3<~'y} (~ t)) for/3 <'y. 
By S 3 (~')-goodness of D there is a g :S  3 (o~') -~ D. g multiplicative and 
g N .E Let t(i) = {/31i E g({i3}}}. It(ill < co for every i 6 I by ( 1 ) and by 
multiplicativity ofg.  The mult,.plicativity ofg  and (2) also imply that 
whenever ¢3 < ~' and ~3, ~' ~ z'(i) then t3 <~'~3'. Thus <~' linearly orders 
t(i), . . . .  say t(i~ = tl~ 3ik Ik < mi} and .t3 / <.~_,a( irr . . . . . .  t- -1 t. Let Pi be the greatest 
n such thaz t3~, has less than ta'O., predecessors in <~' and let Pi - 1 
if there is no such p'. li"p~ = ~-1 we define <~ = <~ as a tree on ~ (i.e. 
a Is mcomparame ~1 ~n every ¢3 < ~'). vnnerwise we U~,lll]~2 <~ as the 
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smallest extension of  <~' satisfying fi <'~i c~' iff~3 <~' Ppi~'i for ~ < c~'. The 
property (i') is preserved by the definition. That ~" h:~s at most h,.(i) 
predecessors in <~ is obvious as well. For fiii') note the following: if 
[3 < a', h~(i) < hc,,(i) and i c g({~3}) then ~ <~ e'. This is tr~e since if 
i E g({/3}) then/3 appears in t(i). say t3 =/~"  ~J has :at most h~(i) < h¢(i~ 
' .... ~i < ,i and the co~l- predecessors in <~ by indt~ction so p~ > k. Hence Pk -~ PPi 
clusion follows. Having the sequence {<~ la < ~ } we define 
<i = U¢,<~ <~. Plainiy. {<i l i  ~ l}  satist);' ( i ) - ( i i i t  so the proof  o f  the 
lemma is completed. 
Theorem 8 (Keisler). Suppose that Pt- (Q. ~) ((Q. ~ de,~otes the ort, er 
structure ~f  rational re;tubers) is ~-universal. I f  9J /1) i.; ~l~.-tike a ,d  l) is 
S 3 (~)-good and X-regtdarfor every X < ~¢. theft D is str, m t, h' ~-rc,~th~r 
Proof. Let f :¢~ ~ D. We may assume that i fn  ~ m thenf (ml  C .!'tH) and 
I'1,< w f (n)  = 0. Let n i be the greatest rt such that i ~ f(n). Then 
{iln i >- m} E D for every m < co. Tl,:us by Lemma 3(b) there is a tree 
<i  on ~¢ for every i ~ I such that (i~-(ii i) are satisfied. Fora .  b ~ A we 
let (a, b) to denote the set,{cta < c < b}. We claim that there are func- 
tionsf,~,g,~ for a < ~¢ satis~'~,:ing the following: 
(1)J~, ge. 2 1A and fa( i )  < ga(i) for every ! E 1 
(2) i fa  "~i fi then (f~(i), g~(i)) c_ (f~(i), ga (iD 
(3) ifc~ < fi but not c~ <ifi then (j~(iLga(iJ) ,q L(~tihg~(i)) = O. 
These functions exist because ',~1 is ~-universal and branches in the tree 
<i  have at most n i elements Ifc~ </3 < h" then {itc~ <i/3} ~ D by (iiiJ so 
{ilf~(i) < g,~(i)} E D and {il t~(i) < g~(i)} ~ D by (2). hence ]~/)~ < g.~/i) 
in ~II/D for any a, fi < ~. Since '~1 l ,  ,~. is rL~..-like ordered there is an It c zA 
satisfyingfa/o < h/o < g~t~" ! !br anv. t~, i3 < /¢. Let g({a}) = {ilh(i) c 
(f~(i). g,~(i))}. We extend g onto S,~ (~¢) by g(s) = N~.~sg({~.}). Then 
g: S~ (~:) -~ D is a multiplicative functiov.. We show that g(s) C f(Isl ) (or 
every s ~ S,~ (~.). Really. if i ~ g(s) then for e~ery o ~ s. i ~ g({a}), i.e. 
h(i) ~ (f,( i) ,g~(i)) for every, a E s. It fol lows from (3~ that s is linearly 
ordered by <i, so by (ii) lsl ~ ~'ti. Hence i ~..fttl i) ~ .l\isl). Le. 
g(s) c__ f(Isl) for every s ~ S,.: (~ ~. This completes the pzoof. 
Corol lary l f  D is" a S 3 (tc)-good filter :hen D is strongly ~¢-re.tndar. 
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Proof. We proceed by induction on #¢, If ~ = ~o then D is even cot-good. 
Assume that the slatement is trne l\~r ali ik < ~¢, In parLcular D is ~, 
regukir for ,~ ~ ~¢, It follows from Theorem 4 th:ll~ if '21 -:-: (O ~_) is ,,, +- 
saturated then ,)1!} is :.1!1 ~p +-hke orderi'~g, ttence ,;trol, g ~-regul,mty of 
D follows from Theorem S. 
The following is an obvious corollary of  Theorem 7 and Corollary to 
Theorem 8. We single it out because of its importance. 
Theorem 9, For ev¢'rv ~¢ and evet3 fi lter D, I) is S 3 Uc)-good (tt" it is a: +- 
good  
We have eslabtished up to now some relationships betweer~ regu!ar, 
strongly regular, S 3 (,)-good and good filters, t:.g. Theorem 9 tells us 
that the Iwoblem of finding S 3 (~:)-good filler irl a ~:-regutar tfltrafilter is 
:is hard as for ~¢*-good filters, On the other hand strongly regular filters 
sec,u to form a wider class than good ones. As we shall see in the next 
dleorems ~-regular filters usually contain strongly ~c-re~llar ones. A 
valuable toot m proving this will be the next theorem which tells us that 
subsets of power ~¢ in ~¢-regular filters are " isomorphic".  
Theorem 10. ( f  D (E) is a ~¢-,'c~:dar fi lter over t (J), IZi <_ IJI and 
{ X~ ia < ~:} C;~ D then ;here is a funct ion f froth J onto I such that 
f ~ (X~ } ~ E for  ¢'vera" c~ < ~, 1.1" LI[ = K then ft"an be ch('sen as a 1 -  I 
f imction. 
Proof. Sin-e D is ~-regular we can repk,ce X,~ by an Ya g X~, Y~ ~ D 
such that {Y,~ [c~ < ~:} is a regular set. I,et t(i) = {c¢liE Y~}. Hence 
t ~ 1S,~ (,~) and Rt is dense in (S,,, (~). ~ >, i.e for every s E S,~ fie) there 
is an i ~ [ such that s ~ t(;). 
Because of ~-regularity of  E we hace a function tt' E JSu) (K) such that 
{jls ~ u'(/)} ~ E for every s E S,~ (~). We claim that a function 
u : J  -~ S,~ (~¢) exists satisfying 
1) {jls c u~j)} ~ E 
for every s ~ S,,, 0¢)- 
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(2) lu-1 (s)l = IJl 
for every s E Ru, and 
(3) Ru = Rt. 
This can be done as follows. 
Let T be a 1 - 1 function mapping S,~ (~:) into Rt such that s ~ T(s) 
for every s ~ S~o (h:). The funct ion v, where v(i) = T(u't i)) for every 
i ~ I, still has the property that {]Is q v(D} ~ D ibr every s ~ S~ !~:). 
Let Z ~ E be such that I J -Z I  = IJl. Such a Z exists became E is a o-in- 
complete filter. Let :.,(i) = v(i) fol every i ~ Z. On . I - -Z we dell,.:- u in 
such a way that (2) and (3) will eventually hold. In this consL uction 
one uses the fact that J -Z  can be partit ioned into I.ll piL ces each of 
them of  power iJI. ( I )  is now satisfied trivially since u(i) = vU) )\-,r i ~ Z 
A functiop, f from J onto I can be defined so that f maps u ° l ~s) onto 
t - l ( s )  for every s ~- Rt. We prove that f - l  (i-~,) ~. E. Indeed, 
f -  1 (};c~) = {.f--I ( j ) [~ e t[t)~ = {j lo :  E t i t . j}} E E 
That {.f-1 (i)i~ ~ t(i)} ={]ta  E u(])} holds follows from the tact that 
] = f - t  (i) iff u(j)  = t(i). The first part of  the theorem is thus prowm 
because f-° l t l[" ) D f -  1 (ya) .  
If IJI = K then IIi = ~ too, fince t~-:egular filters exist only on sets of  
power at least ~:. We claim now that there is a function tt : f  ~ S w (g)  
satisfying ( 1 ) and 
(4) !u- l (s )  = It -I (s)l for every s ~ S,o(~:). 
We construct at first a hm: t ion  w :I-~ S,~ (t~) so that v'(i ~ C w(i) and w 
is a one to one function, q'his is done by induction on some well order- 
ing o f / in to  type ~:. If we have defined w for first c~ i's we define w (the 
c<'th i) so that it is different frem the previous ones and that it includes 
v ( the a ' th  i) 4 
4 We had a little more involved argument in this place, t'his t~nc w~s suK~ested to us by K. Prikry, 
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We define now v(i) = T(wU)) where T is the function from the first 
part. Note that v is one to one and Rv G Rt. We take Z ~ E so that 
l . l -Zi  = 1,11. We define u(i} = v(i} on Z and u on the rest (,L--Z) is defined 
so lhat (4) holds. It cai~ be easily doae since Rv C~ Rt and I,/~-ZI = IJI = 
~¢. Now an~ ftmctioa fmapt f ing . t  onto t in the manner that u-1 (s) is 
mapped by it is a one to one fashion onto t- ~ (s) will have the pr3perty 
that f-.-1 (X a } G E l~r every a < ~c. 
We now turn to the problem of finding "small"  s{rongly regular fil- 
ters. Before we start we define one more type of  filters which have a 
close cmmection with a question in [ l 3 ]. These filters have been defin- 
ed by Keisler. 
Definition. A filter D over I is called medium ~-regular if there is a se- 
quence <X n ~n < co~ such lhat ~,e,.~o A'n = 0 and for every subsequence 
<X,,~ !k < oa) there is a multiplicativc funclioll f :  S~ (g) -* D refining 
<X,~ Ik < ~o>. i.e..fts) C X,k whenevc~ lsl ~ ,'. 
Remark: Fhe notion "medium regular" is clear!y in between the notions 
"'regular" and "'s,~rongly regular"  
Theorem 1 1. s (a) tf~: w = K t!teH there .s a strongly ~-reg~darfilter 
over ~¢ generated by ~ sets. 
(b) l.f t¢ ~ 2 w the,, there is a me~/ium ~-;'eguiar.fi/ter ,over ~ generated 
hv g. sets. 
Proof. We will not describe the pro, if in detail. For the details we refer 
to the of Theorem 4,4 in [ 1 2]. 
(a) Our aim is to find a sequence f;'i' ~ < co. such that" F~ c C_ S(1), 
t/-'~ I <_" ~¢ and for any ~': ~ --* F~ there is a g : S,o (~:) -* F~+ 1, g multiplicat- 
ire and g(s) ~ .f(isl) for every 9 ~ S (~). Moreover we want U~<wlF ~ 
to generate a non-trivial filter in S(I). If this is done then the filter gene- 
rated by Ut<to I,L~ will be stronNy ~¢-regular nd generated by a: sets 
(~: must be ~ co~ since a: ~ = n:). indeed, i f f :S ,o  (to) -* U~<oalF~ is a func- 
tion depending only on [sl then there is a e < ¢01 such that f :  S~ 0¢) -+ 
" . , .  ~ . . . . . . .  , ,"  ~ *~ ' :,~ . . . . .  ~ ; ,  ~ ~,', K ,  K :me, ;  poh l :ed  out  to  us  f i lm a change in  the  
proof would elimim~le that ,~ssumption. 
U~<¢,F~. So by the const ruct ion fcan  be refined. Let us notice thz~t t!fis 
function can be refined in the set of  generators of  the fi!tcr. From ths  
it follows that the filter generated by Ut <,~i:~ really is strongly ~-re ?.u- 
lar. 
Let us assume that .F~ has been defined up to a < w~. We list all the 
functions f :  co ~ U~ <c,I~ into type ~: and 1~'fine them successively tiw 
same way as it is done in Thetwem a4  [ 121. For I.~ we take the union 
of the refining functions. I /~ 1 ~ ~: be.cause the ran.t'.e of  a Rmction dc- 
fined on S w (~) has po~ver at most ~ and we lake a union just for ~ such 
functions. 
(b) We start with a sequence (X,, tn < ~,.,> of  subsets o f  ~: for which 
IXnl = a: holds for ew,ry n < co and fl,<,,~ X n = O. We list all it st|bse- 
quences into type 2 '~ (~ ~) and we refine suc~e:~sivety ach s~bsequencc 
in such a way that the union of  the ranges of  tt:at refiv, emcnts generz~te 
a non-trivial filter. As before it is claer that the union h:~,~ i~ower ~: and 
that it generates a medium ~-regular filter, 
Remark:  Having stronger assumptions about ~: we ca~ get stroT~ger res- 
ults usng  that method. For example assullling that ~'~ = K then there is 
a filter generated by ~ sets which is v'-good for every v < X. In partlcul:~r 
if ~c is a strongly inacessible cardi'~al we have a filter generated by ~ sets 
which ~s X*-good for every X < a:. I f  we knew that such a filter must be 
~%good our origimd problem would be partially solved as follows t¥om 
the ne'~t heor  m. 
Theorem 12. t;') I f  ~ -- ~ gltest every ~;-rcguIJr fi lter colm~ms ,J strcmgly 
~-regular filter. 
(b) I f  ~ ">_ 2 u then eveo" ~¢-reg:dar f i lter is medium ~¢-rcgular~ 
(c) I r  t¢ x = *¢ then ever:' ~-rQ,,ular fi lter colm~i~ts a fi lter which is v*- 
good, lbr  every v < X. 
Proof. The idea is to apply Theorem 10 and Theorem t 1 (in the case (c) 
we apply the remark made after Theorem l 1 ). We explain it in detail in 
the case (a). The remaining cases are handled similarly. 
Let E be a ~¢-regular filter over J. By the proof  o f  Theorem I l~,a) there 
is a set F c__ S0¢) of  power ~¢ whi,m has the finite inte~ect:on properW, 
generates a non-trivial filter D o~er t~ and for any function f :  w --" F there 
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is a mulfitqicative .~: S,, (,¢1 ....... F rel':;l ng/] Because I.!1 > ~ there is an h 
from .I onto g such that h t (a} c E for e~ery ~:, (~ F. Here we use Theo- 
rem 10. We claim that the filter G ge:~era',ed by H = {h -1 (a)la E F} is 
strong:y ~:-regular. First of  all it is clear tl at G E E. Let now f be a func- 
tion from a, into (;. t.et ]": ¢0 -. It bc such that f '  ~ .t" Such a function 
exists since It has the finite imersection property and It generales G. By 
the definition oftt .  l"tk~ = h t(al, } for some ','a,- C~ t:. Because F is a 
strongly ~¢-regular sel of  genera, Wrs there is a g' : S,, (~:) ~ F such that 
f (s )  ~ a~a for every s ca S~ ° (to) and g' is nmltiplicative. Let g = h - I  og'. 
Then g is obviously multiplieative, g : S,, (re) ~ H and g(s) _c f'~ Isl ) c 
.Y( Ist )/'or every s ~ S~., t~¢). This finishes the proof  of the theorem. 
Remarks: ( 1J Theorem 1 2ta) is interesting from the following point of  
view. The filter on S,(~:~ generated by the sets . l  = {sl~ E s} where 
ct < t¢ i~ K-regular but it is llot strorgly ~¢-regular if tc > o0. E.g. the func- 
lion f ( .} ~ VI~...,;.t~ cannot be refined. But. nevertheless, this filter con- 
tains a strongly t~-regular fiiter if ~"-' = re. 
(2) Theorem t2t 1-,} gi"es a partial a~iswcr to the second question on 
page 54 in [ t3 t .  Under the assumption that 2 ~ = to* we have the follow- 
ing: 
if D is a tc-regu!ar ultcafilter, then there is {;'i!i < 1 } .C. o0 such that for 
every function t ~ ~' co, t[It),;ii = tt-~)r(ni)t or t[ID tOz/)l < oo. 
After these Fositivc results we show that a result, little more general 
than Theorem ! would have rather unexpected consequences. Let (*)~ 
denote the follo ring sentence: 
if ?1 - ks, ?,', '.q are structu:es Ik~r a language with at most ~: symbols 
and D is a K- 'gular  ultrafilter, lilen 
('1~ difiers froth, Theorem t mainiy by not assuming that D i~ on K. 
Theorem ! 3. U ~ * )~ r;;c;; evc;:v ~-rcgular. ~*-descendingly incomplete 
ulrrafilter is K'-r~'gular, 
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Proof, We need the fol lowing Iemma, whidL in the case e; = co, ht~s been 
independently noticed also by Prikry. 
I.emma. I rE  is a ~:-regular filter over I and D is w%descendingly im.'om- 
plete filter over J then E × D is ~C-regular. 
Proof  of  lemma. It fol lows from the assumptions float for every e < ~¢" 
there is a t~ : I~  S.~ (~) such that {ils ¢~. t~(i}} ~ E tk~r every s ~ S~ (~). 
We have also a sequence {X a I~ < x'} c_ D such that if.~ ~/3 then 
Xa G X,~ and fl~< ~, X~ = O. 
Let t : IX J -+ S., (x*) be defined as follows: 
t( i , j )=t~(i)  i f /EX~-  fl X,~. 
It is easy to see that {(i,/)Is c_ t(i,/)} ~ E × D. which proves the lcmma. 
Let 91 be the structure (S,~ (~¢'). ~ ), and ~et l) be a to-regular ard ~'- 
de~cendingly incomplete filter over t. By the lemma we know that 
E := D X D is tc*-regular. The following sentence of  L~.~, ~.. holds in 
Ot'~ K* 
Indeed, if {f~/t ;a < t¢ ÷1 c_ pit×tiE ' and t 1>; I ~ S(t¢*)is such that 
{alsc  t(a)} ~ s_ ~ for every s E S,., 0¢ ÷) then the function f :  1 × I ~* S,, (:.c') 
defined by 
f(a)= 0 f (a) 
a ~- t(a) 
~s clearly such that ',~ll×I/~ - ~- fo/}~ ~- .!7o for every ~ < ~¢'. 
Now, ?I - Pit/o so by (*)~ we get 
,2) 
Since ('M/o ~/O ~- ~d×;/k " we see. that tile sente~3ce ~ 1 ) holds in ?1;,~.~. 
From that we get a function t ' !  -* S,., (~:') such that s/o c t/~) i.e. 
{ils ~ t(i)} ~ D for every s c S.o (~) .  Thus D is h:'-regular. 
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Corollary. l, A ssuming I*)~ for all ¢c), I t'~ < first wcak/v bmccessible aJtd 
D is X-dcscenditglv incomplete for event X ~ K theft D is ~-regutar 
Proof. We proceed by ip~uctim~, Let ~ <-. ~:. Because ~¢< first weakly 
inaccessible X is either a successor cardinal or a singular cardinal. If 
X = v' and l) is v-regular then ;) is X-regul:~r by Theoren: 13. It" X is a 
singular cardinal and D is a v-regular for every v < X then usit~g a similar 
method employed in the lemma to Theorem 13 we get that D must be 
X-regular. 
A theorem of Chang 6 says that every uniform ultrafi lter over co,, 
(n < co) is ~o,n -descendingly incomplete fcr every m ~ it. Thus if (*)co,, 
holds for n < co we have that every uniform uttrafi lter over co, is co,2- 
regular. In particular uni form ultrafi lters over w 1 are co I -regular assum- 
ing (*)cot - 
6 K. Kunen showed that C,C.}t, could be eliminated from that theorem. 
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Open guwstions 
There is a lot o f  open questions which are related to the subjects dis- 
cussed here. For exampte, we can ask whether the hypothesis in our 
theorems are necessary. In the following we list some other natural ques- 
tions. They are not to be thought of as conjectures. 
1. Is Theorem I true for ~-regular ultrafittcrs over ~,.' ? 
2. Does every ~¢-regular ultrafi lter contain a ~-good filter ? 
3. Are there any strongly ~-regular ultrafilters wifich are not ~'-good ?
4. Is it true that whenever D × D is a ~¢-regular ultrafilter then D must 
be ~-regular ? 
As we have explained in the proof  of  theorem 13 and lhe discussioll 
after it the affirmative answer for ~ = t~ would mean Ill'it every uniform 
ultrafi iter on co I is oa t -,regular. 
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